
The key to wring a great survey is to cra it in such a way that 
you help the prospect idenfy a problem they have (or one they 
are unaware of).  This problem-aware approach really works—it is 
not leading, manipulave, soluon-oriented or product-focused. 
Most companies struggle with this, because they want to push 
their product, story or soluon so hard they never lay the 
foundaon for a meaningful  conversaon. 

AA problem-aware survey is a great conversaon starter. You can 
get a prospects’ mental gears turning by posing thought-provoking 
or unexpected quesons. The answers help the prospect become
more problem-aware and you learn crucial details about your 
target audience too—helping you segment and idenfy your 
hoest prospects. 

It’s so easy! Just iniate a survey with a prewrien text:

The RapidFunnel App sends surveys and syncs survey feedback with each contact, so you can reap all of the 
benefits of Authenc Sharing Technology.

[First Name], 
The company I'm with is doing some market research. If I sent you a 1-minute 
survey, would you be willing to check it out?

Queson ordering: Your quesons should appear in an order 
that makes sense. Begin surveys with quesons that are easy 
to answer (not overly personal) and keep related quesons 
together. Make sure that the order isn’t introducing bias into 
your survey. Ideally, the survey will flow right into a sizzle video 
that answers some of these quesons.

Queson phrasing: Survey quesons should be simple and 
have a "what do you think?" feeling, to approach the prospect 
in a meaningful personal conversaon. Clarify anything that 
might be vague or confusing, and try to strike a balance 
between sounding approachable (to make sure people 
understand you and feel comfortable) and sounding formal (to 
make sure people take the survey seriously)!

Queson type: Avoid using quesons that can be answered by 
yes/no since they usually don't provide enough insighul 
informaon. Instead, use stascs or quesons that feel like 
they are data-driven. 

Queson topic: Ask smulang quesons. Use discovery 
quesons to focus on the “what”, idenfy exisng needs, 
problems, prospect’s pain points, prospect’s goals. Or ask 
thought-provoking quesons that challenge the prospect’s 
preconcepons and change how they think about a topic.



Follow this 6 queson-type structure to create 
high-performing prospecng surveys —for a 
sure way to reveal needs and movators, build 
trust, and open up discussions.

Icebreaker—people love to tell you 
about their personality
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The Anatomy of Writing a
Survey for Prospecting



Are You Fueling Your Goals with the Gig Economy?



Do You Activate Healthy Energy From The Inside Out?


